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Abstract-In
BabuSka et al. (Cornput. Meth. appl. Mech. Engng, 114,307-37X (1994); IN. J. numer. Meth.
Engng 37, 1073-l 123 (1994)) we presented a model study of (1 posteriori error estimators in the interior
of finite element meshes using a computer-based methodology. In this paper we investigate further the

quality of element-residual error estimators. We analyzed several versions of the element-residual
estimator and based on this study we propose recipes for robust estimators.

1. INTRODUCTION

A posteriori error estimation has become an important aspect in the practical application
of the finite
element method. As a result much interest has focused on the design of a posteriori error estimators,
their experimental verification and their use in adaptive procedures; see for example Refs [l-65] and the
references therein. There are two major classes of
error estimators:
(1) Residual estimators. These estimators employ
the solutions of local boundary-value
problems posed
in an element or a small patch of elements. The data
for the local problems are given by the local residuals.
For various versions of element residual estimators
see Refs [l-26]. It is also possible to construct
residual-type estimators by employing the method of
the hypercircle [27,30], the aim being to construct a
global upper estimate of the error. Estimators of this
type have been proposed in Refs [3044].
(2) Estimators based on local averaging. Estimators
belonging to this class employ a smoothened
fluxfield which is obtained
by some local averaging
(post-processing).
The smoothened flux is then compared with the finite element flux to construct an
estimate of the error. Estimators of this type are given
in Refs [45-62]. It can be shown that estimators based
on local averaging can also be interpreted as residual
estimators (see Ref. [63]).
For other types of estimators
see Refs [64, 651.
In this paper we will focus on element residual
estimators.
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Let T,, be a mesh and let u,, be a finite element
solution for Laplace’s equation on this mesh. For
each interior element z E T, we will define the following element residual boundary-value
problem:
-A&, = AU,

in

t

a@
=
an
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aT.
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F;, - 2

Here pzz is an approximation
of au/an
obtained by post-processing
the computed
ement flux in the element and its neighbors
it satisfies

~~&!$D

+J:(An&

=0

(1)
which is
finite elsuch that

VVE.?(T).

(2)

We will call p8T a q-order equilibrated @x-density.
Note that pS, will then automatically
satisfy the
consistency condition (which is obtained from eqn (2)
by letting q = 0) and hence the Neumann problem
[eqn (l)] has a solution. Further let e^p+ k, E Sp+ k(r) be
an approximate
solution,
with SP+ k(7) c F + k(r)
with k > 1. We will define the element error indicator
%:=Ill~lpfk)lllr.

(3)

By /II. l/l7we mean the energy-norm over the element
z; for the particular case of the Laplacian we have
111+=11 WI

Ilr*,r).

Given a mesh we will denote by co! a simply
connected set of elements and we will refer to it as a
mesh cell. The mesh-cell is meant as a typical pattern
1009
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of elements which appears in several places in the
mesh. The word pattern refers to the geometry of the
mesh in the mesh -cell and a few surrounding mesh -lay ers. We will be interested to study the quality of
estimators ~~1 of the error-norm
(((eh(]I_;, where

and eh:=uEX - u,, denotes the exact error. The quality
will be measured by the effectivity index

(5)
The global effectivity index, Key, is obtained from eqn
(5) by letting wi = T,.
Let @, Y be the class of exact solutions, meshes
under consideration
and let 0: be a mesh-cell with
fixed topology (but not size) which appears in all the
meshes
in Y-. We
will call the
estimator
&; = E,$ (%, Y-, %$, @$)-proper if for any solution
u,,E%
we have

The estimator is called asymptotically (%, Qexact
in
02 if for any u,,E~
and any sequence of meshes
{T,,, }P;,, from 5, such that lim,_ I]Iu,,,- uex l//c = 0
we have Em,,, K~;, = 1. Here {w$>p”=1 denotes a
sequence of mesh-cells of fixed geometry. If @$ > 1
then E,; is called an (@, Y)-upper estimator and if
V?$ < 1 then &,_,,;is called a (@Y,F-)-lower estimator.
We will be interested in the values of U$, %?$ for
which eqn (6) holds asymptotically
in the limit h -to
(details about the precise meaning of the limit will be
given below). We can then quantify the quality of the
estimator in a mesh-cell wk by defining the robustness
index in w,” for the class of solutions Q (see also Ref.

constructed adaptively and are nearly equilibrated in
the energy-norm.
Under these assumptions it is possible to compute the values of Vi’, V$ and s?~,Gusing
the computer-based
methodology
given in Refs [ 1,2].
For a given mesh-cell ~0” the robustness of an element
residual estimator depends on:
(a) The choice of the solution space S'JpcA)(7) for
the local problem. We will demonstrate
that the best
robustness is obtained by selecting S”+k’(r) to be a
bubble-space of polynomials of degree (p + 1).
(b) The technique for the construction
of the equilibrated boundary-flux-density
p?T. We show that the
robustness of the estimator depends on the order q of
the equilibratedjlux-density. By letting q = p we obtain the best robustness.
Below we will study the influence of factors (a) and
(b) on the robustness of element residual estimators
for the model problems of orthotropic
heat-conduction and plane-elasticity.
Following this Introduction
we will give preliminaries on the model problems and an outline of the
methodology
for assessing the robustness of estimators for interior mesh-cells. We describe the element
residual estimators
implemented,
we present
the
model study of the robustness of the estimators for
meshes of triangles and quadrilaterals
and we give
concrete recommendations
about which versions of
the element residual estimators are robust and should
be employed in practical computations.
2. THE MODEL PROBLEMS

We shall consider
value problem

the vector-valued

L(u):=-,i, ; (u,,(u))=.f;

boundary-

in R

I

1
u, = 0

on TD

(8)

PI)
on rN

We will say that the estimator is robust in co: zf the
robustness index is suficiently small (for example less
than 0.5).
In this paper we will study the robustness
of
element residual estimators
for interior mesh-cells
(i.e. for mesh-cells which are separated by a few
mesh-layers
from the boundary).
Moreover we will
consider the class of solutions % which occur in
practical engineering
computations
in two dimensions, i.e. the class of solutions which are infinitely
smooth except at a finite number of algebraic-type
singularities
on the boundary or at material-interfaces. Further, we will assume that the meshes Th are

where i = 1,2. Here R c R2 is a bounded domain with
boundary dR = rDurN;
n:=(n,, n2) is the outward
pointing unit-normal on rN;,f;, i = I,2 are the components of the load-vector
(body-force); ?,, i = 1,2
are the components
of the normal-flux vector (traction) applied
on
rN;
r. z 0,
r,nr, = 0;
u = (u,, u2) is the solution-vector (displacement);

i,j = 1,2

(9)

are the components
of the flux (strain, stress); allk,,
i, j, k, I = 1,2, are the material-coefficients
(elastic
constants) which in the case of isotropic plane elasticity are given by aVk,= u(6y6k, + 6,6,,) + IS,,6,,
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where 6,, is Kronecker’s
delta and 1, p are Lame’s
constants.
We also introduce
the scalar elliptic boundaryvalue
problem
(hear-conduction
in orthotropic
medium), namely

on Tn

on rN.
1

The energy-norm

in any subdomain

S G R is defined

by I((aI](s:=Jm.
Let Y = {T,,} be a family of meshes of triangles or
quadrilaterals
with straight edges. It is assumed that
the family is regular. (For the triangles the minimal
angle of all the triangles is bounded below by a
positive constant, the same for all the meshes. For the
quadrilaterals
see conditions (37.40) in Ciarlet [66].)
Here we will employ only meshes of squares with
local refinements; for a description of the properties
of the meshes and the corresponding
finite element
spaces see Refs [lo, 12, 13, 15 and 671. We introduce
the conforming
finite-element
spaces for the scalar
model problem:

(10)
Here 1’ denotes the heat-source; g is the boundary
heat-flux; qA(u):=Zf=, Kk,(&/dx,), k = 1,2 are the
components
of the flux vector (heat-fhtx) and
Kk,, k, I = 1,2, are the entries of the thermal-conductivity matrix which is symmetric, positive definite. We
will denote the principal values of the thermal-conductivity matrix by K,,,,,, K,,,‘,,,.
Let us now cast the model problems in variational
form. Let us denote the space of test-functions
by

k = 1,. . . , M(T,,)}.

The corresponding
spaces of vector-valued functions
for the elasticity problem are defined similarly. Here
S{(Q) denotes the jinite-element space over rk. For
the meshes of triangles S{(tk) = Yp(7,), while for the
meshes of quadrilaterals
S{(rk):={u’ E C”(zk) ] w 0 F,, E s”(f)}

H:,,:={v = (c,, ur) ] 23,E H’(Q), u, = 0 on T,}.(ll)
The variational form of the boundary-value
of eqn (8) is now posed as:
Find II E Hj.,, such that

problem

where the bilinear form B, : Hk, x Hi,+R

is defined

by
&(u,v):=

The energy-norm
defined by

(16)

(17)

where z^:=( - 1, l)2 is the master-element
and F, is the
bilinear mapping of f onto r,; M(T,,) is the number
of elements in T,, and @‘(<) denotes the polynomial
space in the master-element.
For the quadrilaterals
we will consider the following choices for the definition of the polynomial space
sP(<) (see also Refs [68,69].
(a) Tensor-product (m-p) polynomial space of
degree p.

(13)
over

any

subdomain

SGR

111+:=J&o

is

(b) Serendipity
degree p.

(trunc)

polynomial

space

of

(14)

where B,(u, v) has the obvious meaning.
In the case of the scalar elliptic problem
eqn (10) the bilinear form is given by

given by

+cc,,,4-%+

” ^/J

(19)

~l.pXlXZ

I

b&v):=

; Kk,;;.
s n k.l= I

I

k

The weak-solution
of eqn (10) satisfies:
Find u E Hi-D:={0 E Hi(R) ] u = 0 on
that

b&u, u) =

5n

fv +

@
s rN

VVEH;,.

(c)

r,}

Intermediate polynomial space of degree p.

such

p-1

US)

+

1 $-k,k+I.?-ki!+’
k=O

.

(20)
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We let S$,,:=S$(T,,)nH~,
denote the discrete
test-space.
The finite element solution u,, (for the
heat-conduction
problem) satisfies:
Find u,, E S$,, such that

Mu,,u,)=

fil?+
@h
sR
s rN

(21)

‘dv, o X,r,.

The error is e,,:=u - uk. The finite element solution
and the error for the elasticity problem are defined
similarly.
The error satisfies the residual-equation:

b,(ehtVh)=

cT,F:,(Vh)

VVhEfc,

(22)

TE

where the residual-functional
ement z is defined by

9: : H’(z)+R

for elFig. 1. Locally
mesh-subdomain

S,(l:):=jT

r,u +,S,l

iJCu,

v oHI

(23)
7,

where E(r) is the set of edges for element
interior -residual in element 7,

r, is the

rr:= - Y(u, I,) +f

(24)

and J, is the jump or edge-residual associated
edge 6.

JP= 32 - 0, IToy,
1. 4,
0,

with the

cErN

(25)

6Ern.

Here E,,, denote the set of edges in the interior of the
domain; n denotes the unit-normal
assigned to the
edge t and tin, z,,, denote the elements attached to the
edge, as shown in Fig. 1.

3. OUTLINE OF THE THEORETICAL

SETTING

The theoretical setting will be outlined below (for
the details see Ref. [1]) for the special class of focally
periodic meshes which are defined as follows. Let
O<H<HO,xO=(x~,x;)En,
S(~~,H):={x=(x,,x,)~~x,-x:[<H,

i=l,2}
(26)

and assume Ho is sufficiently
small such that
S(x”, H”)cQ. Further, let y be a set of multi-indices
(i,j), x(‘J)= (x’,i,i),,yyJj) E R and
c(x(‘Jj,

h):=S(x”-“, h c S(x”, H),

(i,j) E y

periodic
covered

grid: a domain with a periodic
exactly by a uniform three-directional grid.

of periodicity of the mesh centered at x0. Figure 1
shows an example of a periodic mesh-subdomain
(indicated by the thick square perigram) in the interior of an L-shaped domain. We will denote by
F:=S(O, 1) the unit (master)-cell F, the h-cell is an
h-scaled and translated master-cell.
Let F be a mesh of triangles or squares on the
master-cell (the master-mesh) and FkJ’ be the mesh on
c(x(‘J), h) which is the scaled and translated image of
i? We will consider the family ,Y of locally periodic
meshes. Let Th E .? and T,,(x”, H) be the restriction
of T,, on S(x”, H) and Tj:‘) the restriction of Th(xo, H)
on c(x(‘l’), h). We assume that TiJ’ = ?-PI, (i, j) E y, i.e.
Th(xo, H) is made by the periodic repetition of the
h-scaled
master-mesh.
Outside
the subdomain
S(x”, H) the mesh is arbitrary; it could have curved
elements, refinements, etc. For example in Fig. 1 the
subdomain
was meshed by a three-directional
uniform grid while outside the subdomain an adaptive
grid was employed.
Let Q be a polynomial of degree (p + 1) defined
over the master-cell F and let F be the master-mesh.
We will denote the interpolation-error function by
p:=Q

-

Q:“’

of degree p of the
where Q,iNT is the interpolant
function Q defined over the master-mesh F(for which
h = 1). Any polynomial of degree p on an element rk
belongs to S’;(r,) and hence any polynomial of degree
p on S(x’, H) belongs to SI;(Th(xo, H)). It follows
that p defined in eqn (27) is t-periodic
(this can be
shown exactly as in Ref. [I]) and

(27)
P(1,.c)=P(--l,~,),

be the set of the h-cells (or cells) which cover exactly
S(x”, H). We will refer to S(x”, H) as the subdomnin

(28)

p&,

l)=p(f,,

-11,

l-%1< 1

Wa)

F:,l< 1.

(29b)
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Further assume that the mesh Th is such that

Let
E Hi(?) ) u satisfy eqn (29)}

Hb,,(E):={u

(30)

and
WE T}.

u (7s S{(f),

Sl;,raa(P):={U E&a(E))

Moreover assume that the meshes r,, in S(x’, H) are
such that

(31)
We introduce the periodic Jinite-element problem:
Find ZPE S;,,(Z) such that
b#‘,

5) = bF(p, C)

VI?E &,(E)

(32a)

and

WW

(p - z”“) = 0.

Note that the function Zp exists and is uniquely
determined (we will compute it numerically in the
examples).
Let us also define the periodic finite-element error
in the master-cell tj E HI(?) by
$:=p - Zp = Q - $

2

(X) = h” g

i = 1,2:

(x’),

I
(34)

where rZ= l/h(x - xCiJ))x E c(x(‘Jj, h). It is easy to see
that $, can be periodically extended over S(x”, H,).
We will also let We:=+.
In Ref. [69] we proved the following theorem for
Poisson’s equation based on the theory of interior
estimates (see Ref. [70]).
Theorem 1. Let H, < H < Ho and assume that the
following assumptions hold with
6p + 1
5L=p,
6~

b=p+l-6,

c=*,=1.
6(6P + 1)
(35)

= k(x)1

(39)

+1VhP+“O

with e. > 0, ]A]< 1 and %?independent of h.
Remark 3.1. Theorem 1 states that, under proper
assumptions, the derivatives of the error in the finiteelement solution in the interior of a periodic meshsubdomain
are equal, asymptotically,
with the
derivatives of the scaled and translated periodic
finite-element error.
Theorem 2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1
hold. Then

OGlalGp+2

where Gpis independent of H and h and 6, > 0.
See Ref. [I] for the details of the proof.
Remark 3.2. The theorems assume that the mesh is
periodic and that the solution is smooth in a small
subdomain (i.e. S(x”, H)) in the interior of the domain. Outside the subdomain we assume neither
periodicity of the mesh nor smoothness of the solution. The solutions may have algebraic-type singularities at a finite number of corner points or points
of abrupt change in the type of boundary-condition.
Here it is only assumed that the pollution-error in a
shrinking mesh-patch (i.e. Th(xo, H,)) in the interior
of the subdomain is controlled; this implies that the
mesh has been adequately refined in the neighborhood of all singular points. (For further details about
the pollution-error see Ref. [71].) I” the mesh is
constructed adaptively to be nearly equilibrated in the
energy norm it will satisfy this assumption, for all
practical purposes.
Theorem 3. Assume that the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold. Further assume that for the estimators,

Assume that the exact solution u satisfies
II~“uIlr~csc.~.H,,,~K<~,

k(x)1

@:=QllNT + ip.(33)

where

Let (I/h~H~ER(~(~(‘J1,h)) be the function $, defined
above, scaled and translated onto the cell c(#J’, h) of
the mesh in S(x”, H), i.e.
I(lh(X):=hP+‘wz),

Then for any x E S(x”, H)

(36a)

K(c(x”,h), wh, UQ)

=

Ec(.&h)(Wh,
UQ)

Ill+Ill

>a>o.

<(to, h)

where a:=(a,, a,), D’u:=(al”lu/ax;lax~~),
and

lal:=a, + a*,

(414
Then
K2(s(xo, H,), u,,f)

R* =

1

lrl=” + I

ai>0

where

u,:=(D”u)(x”).

(36b)

= K*(c(x’, h), w,,, UQ)
x (1 + %?Lh”),

(4lb)

I.
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The element error indicators for the unequilibrated
element-residual estimator are given by

and
K(c(x’,

h), wh, UQ)

= rc(F, @, P’Q)

where K*(S(X’, H,), ~~,fl:=(~(S(x’,
See Ref. [l] for the proof.

(41~)

HI), u,,,f))*.
4.2. Construction of the equilibrated residuals

Remark 3.3. Theorem 3 states that the effectivity

index for mesh-cells in the interior of the periodic
mesh-subdomain is asymptotically the same as the
effectivity index in the master-cell. Hence we can
compute the effectivity index by solving a small
discrete-problem on the periodic master-mesh in the
master-cell.
4. DESCRIPTION OF THE ELEMENT RESIDUAL
ERROR ESTIMATORS

Below, we will describe various versions of the
element residual estimator which were tested in this
model study. We define the estimators for the scalar
model problem; the corresponding definitions of the
estimators for the elasticity problem can be constructed analogously.

For interior elements, the element residuals can be
modified in the following way:

F’p(tl):=~,(u)

+ 1

I

ve:.

(47)

rsaz L

here 0: is the correction for the edge 6 and the element
z. For any interior edge c = ~?rn& * it is assumed that
0; = -0;. . We then have

c 9Jv)

,E

2FfQ(v).

= c

(48)

T E Th

T,,

1n particular if the corrections are such that

sfQ(l)

= 0

Vr

(4%

E T,,

4.1, &equilibrated element residual with (p + l)-degree bubble -space

we can construct the element residual problems:

For an interior element z we consider the following
discrete local problem:
Find P$“+‘)E M;+‘(t) such that
b, (Pv + I), v) = FT((u)

vu

Elqf’(7).

(42)

Find C,E H’(7)

such that

b,(C,, u) = Sp(u)

Vv E H’(z).

(50)

We then have

is the bubble-space of degree (p + l),

Here M;“(z)

1 k(e,,u)
M;+‘(7):={v

EPP’(7)

1 Q(v)

=

(43)

0)

where lT<is the element interpolation-operator defined
in Ref. [14]. The bubble space can be written as the
following algebraic sum:
M;+‘(t)

=

(M;+‘)b(7)@9{+‘(7).

lNehllld= L,::?,“rh,l~, Ill*

c Ftp(v)
(51a)

= *z\TD‘“rhl]lU]IJe

(4)

and hence
Here

and

9$+‘(7):=P+‘(z)nH~(r)

1 b,(:,,u)

3

(M;+‘)yz):=

u EPp+

‘(7) 1v = 1 cq1/1,: (4%
,=I

where t: is the ith edge of the element
$,; E P + ‘(7) such that

I

c:

alLraw

“--

as as

=

0

VW

7

ilIe,llln= ciaorETh
l,lu II/

G
(5lb)

and

E~~(~:):=~p(~;)nH~(~:).

Wb)

Remark 4.1. For the hierarchical element families
given in Ref. [68] the bubble-space M;+ ‘(7) is the
span of the edge shape-functions of degree @ + 1)
together with all the interior shape-functions employed in the element of degree (p + 1).

Thus a global upper-estimator is obtained provided
that the local problems are solved exactly. This motivated various authors [31-44] to construct equilibrated
residuals.
We will now outline a recipe for the local construction of equilibrated element residuals; this technique
was proposed in Refs [31-331 (see also Refs [38Al]).
Following Ref. [l l] let 0’ be a function defined on
each edge C. We define (see Fig. 2)

ezou,
= es, et," = -es.

(52)
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edge 6:. The values of (3f:.NC:)are obtained from the

linear system

which reads
i -101

0

-1 01

0

1
-1
Fig. 2. Edge t with its normal n and the elements r,,,, T,,
connected to it.

Given any interior element 7 and q, 0 < q < p, the aim
is to determine edgewise smooth functions Of,t E E,,
such that
FfQ(u) = 0

vv ES@(r).

(53)

The residuals which satisfy eqn (53) are said to be
q-order equilibrated. Equation (53) will hold if

Here we assumed that the directions of edge-normals
are the ones shown in Fig. 3.
The matrix has exactly one zero eigenvalue with
corresponding
eigenvector [ 1, 1, 1, llT. Moreover
from the orthogonality condition we have

k$,
97(4x) = 0
i = 1,. . , NY

fl:$, = -S,(4,),

(54)

where #, is the ith shape-function of the element and
NYdenotes the total number of hierarchic shape-functions of degree q in the element 7.
Remark 4.2. The quantity

(60)

and the system is consistent. Particular solutions can
be obtained by different choices of the free-constant.
For example one may choose Of~*v(L~)
= 0 (e.g. Ref.
[I 11) or one may choose the constant by minimizing
various norms of the solution of eqn (59) namely

par employed in eqn (1)

is given by
k=l

p?,,:=f(r& IT)+ q(u, lZl)) . n + 0:.

(55)

In Ref. [33] it was suggested to let wk= 1 while in Refs
[38, 391 the choice

A set of edgewise polynomial corrections for edges
in the interior of the mesh is constructed as follows.
(a) Edgewise linear corrections. Let us first determine edgewise linear corrections in the form
8’ = (fYJ$; + e”S&)

@,:=$22;

- A;),

=

ecA6
s

<

(56a)

k,

k=l,2.

shape-functions

(57)

Let X denote an interior vertex of the mesh with the
element 7: and the edges cf, i = I, . . ,4, connected
to it, as shown in Fig. 3 and let v(e:) denote the local
number (1 or 2) of the vertex X with respect to the
CAS
5716-r

was proposed.

$5 = & (2A; - 1;) (56b)

where A;, k = 1,2 are the linear
defined over the edge L. Note that
e6.k

1
wk= @j

Fig. 3. Construction of the equilibrated residuals for meshes
of triangles. The vertex X is shown with the elements T[ and
the edges t f attached to it. n<[are the positive directions of
the edge normals.
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(b) Higher-order corrections. Let us denote by
4t,b, k = I, . , (q + 1) the basis-functions which do
not vanish on the edge L. We extend the conjugate
basis introduced in eqn (56) as follows:
0,
I,

ifj<i
(62)

ifj=i

where 3 < i, j < (q + I). The higher-order corrections
can be computed from

corresponding
problems.

to the exact solutions

4.4. Determination

of the local

of the optimal equilibrations

In Section 4.2 we gave a recipe for the construction
of q-order equilibrated residuals which depend upon
the choice of a free-constant for each vertex of the
mesh. Here we address the question of the selection
of the optimal constants for the estimator based on
the exact solution of the equilibrated element residual
problem [eqn (SO)]. This is an upper estimator, as
shown in eqn (51). By optimal constants for this
estimator we mean the ones which minimize the upper bound for the error in eqn (51b). In the numerical

i=3 ,...,

(q+l),

eE&,,,.

(63)

Note that the higher-order corrections can be determined explicitly and are defined uniquely for each
edge.

4.3. Equilibrated

element residual estimators

We will consider the following equilibrated element
residual estimators.

examples we determined the optimal constants in the
interior of locally periodic meshes. We now give an
example of how these constants are computed.
Let us consider a periodic-mesh which is constructed by the periodic repetition of the criss-cross
pattern shown in Fig. 4d. In this pattern we distinguish two types of vertices, namely, X, (which is
connected to four elements) and vertex A’, (which is
connected to eight elements). Let VX,, ex2 denote the
free-constants associated with the linear edge-corrections [e.g. eqn (59)] for vertex X1, X,, respectively.
The edge-corrections for this mesh-pattern can be
written as

(a) Element residual with q-order equilibration and
@ + I)-degree bubble-space:

~Vx, V,) =

Find $J’+ ‘),qE M; + ’ (T) such that
b,(e"~+",q,u)=~~Q.q(O)

3

vu E.M;+‘(z)

(64)

where gfc,q denotes the q-order equilibrated residual
in the element z. The corresponding element error-indicators are

w,

0) + g*, (W, 0)

- P(O, 0)) + wXz(ef(O,1) - Q’(O,0)).

(68)

Here we let 0’ = O’(wX,,gX,) to denote the dependence of the edge-corrections on the free-constants.
By superposition we also have

(65)

(b) Element-residual with q-order equilibration and
(p + k)-polynomial space:

- C,(O,0)) + wz,@,(O, 1) - E,(O,0)).

(69)

Find Py+k),qE P’+l’(t) such that
b,(Py+k).“, u) = Ft,EQ”(u)

with the corresponding

Vu

The error estimator in the periodic mesh-cell CU{is
given by

E.c?=+~(T)

(66)

element error indicators
(67)

Remark 4.3. By letting k -+a~ we recover the exact

solution S: of the local problem [eqn
q-order equilibrated residuals. In most
letting k = 3 we obtain element error
which are practically the same as the

(SO)] with
cases, by
indicators
indicators

The values of the constants which minimize &“‘~are
obtained by solving the system:

K XIXI

[ K XIx2
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where
K x,x,

=

b, @,,(L0) -f&,(0, Oh&,U, 0) -

i
i=

4,(0,0))

I

K x,x2= i b,(t,(1,0)-C,(O,O),t,(O,
i=l
K x*x2= i

b, (6,

(0,1)-

1)-&,(0,0))

(71b)

& (0, O),& (0, 1) - 6, (O>Q)

i=l
4

Fx, = -

1 b, (6, (1,0)- 4, (0, O),2, (0, ON

i= I
4

F,, = - 1 b,,(6, (0, 1)- 4, (0, oh @,,
(0,0)).
i=,

By employing these constants we get the optimal
estimator based on exact solutions of the equilibrated
element residual problems.
4.5. Another method of constructing the equilibrated
residuals

In Refs [20, 24 and 441 a method for constructing
0th order equilibrated residuals was given. This
method, which obtains the equilibrated residuals by
splitting the jumps linearly on each edge, is outlined
below for edges in the interior of the mesh: the aim
is to find functions p6E@(C), L E E,,, such that for
every r in the interior of the mesh r,,
brh,,

1) =

s s
f + 1

T

<ES7 ‘

fMui, I,) + 0,

Here p(: is defined by
K,., = -K,. = p’. We let

using

the

F;Q”(u):=~FJu)

+

c

,u:J<.

(77)

5. ASSESSMENT OF THE QUALITY OF THE ELEMENT
RESIDUAL ESTIMATOR

I,*))

~3.

Here we employ the same notation as in Section
4.2. N, denotes the number of elements connected
to vertex X and we define E$=c~~. We see
that the fi unknowns satisfy the same linear system
as the e-unknowns in eqn (59). For the details
related to the computation of the p-unknown see
Ref. [44].
The Oth-order equilibrated residuals are given by

(72)

In this section we analyze the quality of the
element residual estimators, given in the previous

convention

p’ = pc.‘l; + p”.*,5.
Then eqn (72) can be written as

-I

VIU
(b)

Equation (74) will be satisfied if for each vertex X we
obtain the values of p L~,v~(L:) by solving the linear
system:
-,:,,.@:, _ per-,
-6x I VCl) = _y”12$(&,),
P
k=l,...,N,

(75)

where
(76)

(4
(4
Fig. 4. Mesh patterns. The basic mesh-cells of triangular
e1ements: (a) regular pattern; (b) chevron pattern; (c) UnionJack pattern; (d) crisscross pattern.
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section, for the periodic mesh-patterns
shown in Fig.
4a-d. According to Theorem 3, we can compute the
asymptotic value of the effectivity index for a meshcell in the interior of a periodic mesh-patch from the
master-cell, namely

Below we analyze the robustness
element residual (ER) estimators:

of the following

(1) Unequilibrated ER (Est.

[eqns

ER-B)

(42)-

(45b)l.
(2) ER with q-order equilibration and (p + l)degree bubble-space (Est. ErqB) [eqns (64), (65)].
(3) ER with q-order equilibration and (p + k)degree polynomial-space (Est. ERqPp + k) [eqns

where Q is the (p + I)-degree Taylor-series expansion
of
the
exact
solution
u
about
x0 and
H, = Vh”, 0 < co < 1 (see Section 3 and Ref. [l]).
Hence, for a given Q, the effectivity index of the
estimator can be obtained using the solution of the
periodic boundary-value
problem in eqn (32) over the
master-cell E. Given a class of solutions @, let 2
denote the class of all Taylor-series
expansions
of
functions from & (2 is a finite-dimensional
space of
monomials).
For a given mesh-pattern
and class of
solutions 4, we can determine the asymptotic quality
of an estimator by computing the asymptotic bounds
for the effectivity index

(79)
The values of %YL,VT,can be computed using numerical optimization.
In the numerical study below we
considered only “harmonic” solutions (by “harmonic”
solution we mean solution of the homogeneous
differential equation or system; when the solution satisfies
Laplace’s equation it is truly harmonic).
Table 1. Unequilibrated
Aspect
ratio
I/
4!

I
77

(6% (67)l.
(4) ER with Oth-order equilibration and (p + k)degree polynomial space (Est. EROPp + k) ([eqns
(66) (67)] where FFQ*’ from eqn (77) is employed
instead of .SgQ.Y in eqn (66)).
The quality of the estimators
for meshes of triangles will be assessed by studying the range of the
effectivity-index
as a function of the aspect-ratio and
the material-orthotropy
for the four mesh-patterns
of
Fig. 4. Based on previous numerical studies Refs [ 1,2]
we can conjecture that if an estimator is robust with
respect to variations of the aspect-ratio and materialorthotropy
for these patterns it is also robust for the
cases which are encountered
in practical computations.
We now discuss the numerical results. Below we
included only sample results. The complete set of
results is given in Ref. [72].
5.1. Unequihbrated element residual: sensitivity to the
variation qf the aspect-ratio
For the estimator ER - B we computed the range
of the effectivity index, for the four mesh-patterns

ER with (p + 1)-degree bubble-space: Laplace’s equation. Range of the effectivity index as a
function of the aspect-ratio for the Union-Jack pattern

1.049

v,
1.049

~

P=3
L
W”
0.948
1.033

0.995

%h,’
0.995

1.001
1.000

1.922
6.612

0.992
1.ooo

0.999
1.000

1.414
3.755

v L p=2

1.568
4.746

v L p=4

v: P=5
L
0.984
0.995
1.000

Y9u
1.007

w L p=6
0.997

VCI
0.997

1.316
3.143

0.998
1.000

1.259
2.737

Table 2. ER with linear equilibration and @ + I)-degree bubble-space: Laplace’s equation. Range of the effectivity index
as a function of the aspect-ratio for the Union-Jack pattern
Aspect
ratio
!I

4I
I16

1.000
1.ooo
1.000

1.ooo

1.000
I .ooo

0.948
0.992
1.000

1.033

0.995

0.995

0.984

1.007

0.997

0.997

1.568
4.746

0.999
1.000

1.414
3.755

0.995
1.000

1.316
3.143

0.998
1.000

1.259
2.737

Table 3. ER with p-order equilibration and @ + I)-degree bubble-space: Laplace’s equation. Range of the effectivity index
as a function of the aspect-ratio for the Union-Jack pattern
Aspect
ratio
!

I

1.000

9”
1.000

P=3
L
@”
0.948
1.319

I4

1.000

1.000

0.992

1.048

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.003

L16

~

v L p=2

%?
L p=4 *:L;
0.986
0.986
0.999
1.000

0.999
1.000

v: P=s
L
0.984
0.995

1a00

%?
L p=6

W”
0.999

0.995

W”
0.995

1.196
1.011

0.998
1.000

1.000

1.000
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Table 4. ER with p-order equilibration and fp + I)-degree polynomial space: Laplace’s equation. Range of the effectivity

index as a function of the aspect ratio for the Union-Jack pattern
Aspect
ratio
II

v

P=2

v

p=4

P=3

v

P=5

L
1.417

v,
1.417

L
1.000

V”
1.547

WL
1.163

vl.!
1.163

L
I .047

I4

1.342

1.507

1.299

1.391

1.291

1.301

i;I

1.295

1.575

1.323

1.512

1.342

1.461

and elements of degree p(2 <p < 6), for the aspectratios f, i, $, i, k. The complete results are given in

Ref. [72]. In Table 1 we give sample results for the
Union-Jack pattern. We observe that:
(1) For the regular pattern the estimator is practically exact for all degrees p.
(2) For the chevron and the Union-Jack pattern
ER-B is an upper estimator and its robustness deteriorates with the aspect-ratio. The worst robustness
is obtained for p = 2 and aspect-ratio f , for both the
chevron and the Union-Jack patterns, with robustness index 9 = 5.61.
(3) For the criss-cross pattern ER - B is a lower
estimator for aspect-ratio other than f . The worst
robustness for this pattern is obtained for p = 2 and
aspect-ratio & with robustness index 9 = 3.47.
5.2. The element residual estimator with q-order equilibration and @ + 1)-degree bubble-space: sensitivity
to the variation of the aspect-ratio
In Ref. [72] we give the complete results for the
estimators ERlB, ERpB, ERp - IB, ERp - 2B for
the four mesh-patterns. In Table 2 (respectively,
Table 3) we report the range for the estimator ERlB
(respectively ERpB) for the Union-Jack pattern. We
observe the following:
(1) Equilibration of order (p - 1) dramatically improves the robustness of the estimators which employ
the @ + I)-degree bubble-space. For the regular,
chevron and Union-Jack patterns the robustness-index is less than 0.25. For the criss-cross pattern the
robustness index is less than 0.70.
(2) The estimators ERpB and ER(p - 1)B give
identical results. This can be explained by observing
that the p-order corrections along the edges are
orthogonal (in the L*-inner-product) to the edge-restrictions of the (p + I)-degree bubble functions.
(3) Similarly, the edge-corrections
of degree
q < @ - 2) are orthogonal to the edge-restrictions of

v

P=6

I.
1.069

1.069

1.243

1.382

1.196

1.284

1.352

1.429

1.359

I.379

the (p + I)-degree bubble-functions.
Hence the robustness of the estimators ERq B with q 4 p - 2, for
elements of degree p < 3, is exactly the same with the
robustness of ER-B.
5.3. The element residual estimator ERqPp + 1: sensitivity to the variation of the aspect-ratio

We studied the sensitivity of the range of the
effectivity index for the estimator ERqPp + 1 with
respect to variations of the aspect-ratio. The complete
results for the four mesh-patterns are given in Ref.
[72]. In Table 4 we give sample results for the
estimator ERpPp - 1 for the Union-Jack pattern. In
Table 5 we give the results for the estimator
ERp - IPp + 1 for the Union-Jack and the crisscross pattern and quartic elements (p = 4). From the
results we observe that:
(1) The estimator ERpPp + 1 shows reasonable
robustness for all the four mesh-patterns. The robustness-index for this estimator does not exceed the
value 1.50.
(2) The estimator ERqPp + 1 with q <p is not
robust. For example the estimator ERp - 1Pp + 1
for quartic elements in the criss-cross pattern has
robustness index greater than 14. Greater values of
the robustness-index would be obtained if equilibrations of lower-order (i.e. q < p - 1) are employed.
5.4. The element residual estimators ERqB and
ERqPp + 1: sensitivity to the material-orthotropy
As discussed in Refs [l, 21, the main factor which
affects the quality of error estimators is the geometry
of the mesh. The geometry has to be understood with
respect to the values of the coefficients of the differential operator. (For example, let us consider the problem of heat-conduction
in a highly orthotropic
medium with the principal directions of the material
oblique to the mesh. Then, the geometry of the mesh

Table 5. ER with @ - I)-order equilibration and @ + 1)-degree polynomial space: Laplace’s equation.
Range of the effectivity index as a function of the aspect ratio for the Union-Jack and the criss-cross
pattern, quartic elements
Union-Jack
pattern
Aspect
ratio
L
I
I
4
I
16

v,
1.126
1.165
1.308

W”

V”
1.155

Criss-cross
pattern
V”
1.126
1.399
1.497

VL
1.126
1.566
1.868

wll
1.126
3.496
14.376
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Table 6. ER with linear equilibration
and @ + I)-degree
bubble-space:
orthotropic
heat-conduction
(I <Km,“< K,,, d IOOO),“harmonic” solutions, cubic elements. Range of the effectivity-index for the four patterns as a
function of the grid-material orientation
Regular
pattern

Chevron
pattern

Grid-material
orientation 0

VL

V”

VL

V”

0
45
90

0.948
0.881
0.948

1.000
1.000

0.948
0.641
0.948

9.194
1.017
9.194

1.ooo

Union-Jack
pattern
VgL
W”
0.948
0.368
0.948

9.194
I .033
9.194

Crisscross
vattern
VL .
V”
0.368
1.033
0.948
9.194
0.368
1.033

Table 7. ER with p-order
equilibration
and (p + I)-degree bubble-space:
orthotropic
heat-conduction
(1 Q K,,,,n< Km, C lOOO),“harmonic” solutions, cubic elements. Range of the effectivity-index for the four patterns as a
function of the grid-material orientation
Regular
pattern

Chevron
pattern

Grid-material
orientation 0

@,

WlJ

v,

W”

0
45
90

0.948
0.881
0.948

1.000

0.948
0.621
0.948

1.000
1.000
1.000

1.ooo
1.000

which affects the quality of the estimators can be
determined by transforming
the geometrical variables
so that the Laplace operator
is obtained
in the
transformed coordinates (see also Ref. [I] for further
details).)
To study the robustness
of the estimators
for
orthotropic
heat-conduction
we considered the class
of materials
with principal
values of orthotropy
1 G fG,,nG Km, < 1000 and orientation 0 of one of
the principal axes of orthotropy
with the fixed coordinate direction; (6 will be called the grid-mnteriul
orientation). We varied 0, between 0” and 90”, at
increments of 5” and for each grid-material
orientation we determined
the principal values of orthotropy
and the “harmonic”
polynomials
which
correspond to the extrema of the effectivity index. It
should be noted that 0 corresponds
either to the first

Union-Jack
pattern
WL
V”
0.948
0.710
0.948

1.319
1.319
1.319

Criss-cross
pattern
v,
0.710
0.948
0.710

W”
1.319
1.319
1.319

Ref. [72]. In Table 6 (respectively Table 7) we give
sample results for the estimator ERlB (respectively
ERpB) while in Table 8 (respectively Table 9) we give
sample results for the estimator ERlPp + 1 (respectively ERpPp + I). We observe the following:
(1) The estimator ERpB is the most robust one;
for the cases reported in Ref. [72] the robustness
index is less than one.
(2) The estimators ERlPp + 1 and ERpPp + 1 are
not robust. The robustness index for ERlPp + 1
exceeds 33. By employing p-order equilibration the
robustness is improved somewhat but the value of the
robustness index still exceeds 20.
5.5. The estimator ERpPp + co: the robustness of the
optimal version of the estimator

or the second principal axis depending on the outcome of the optimization. The results for cubic
elements and the four mesh-patterns are given in

Often in practical applications a conservative estimate of the error is preferred. This has motivated the
use of estimators based on the complementary

heat-conduction
Table 8. ER with linear equilibration and 0, + I)-degree polynomial space: orthotropic
(1 < Km,”< K,,,,, < IOOO),
“harmonic” solutions, cubic elements. Range of the effectivity-index for the four patterns as a
function of the grid-material orientation
Grid-material
orientation 0
0

45
90

Regular
pattern
W:,
I .ooo

I.000
1.000

Chevron
pattern
W,,

V,

V,,

1.527
22.373
1.528

1.000
1.000
1.000

22.087
30.648
22.087

Union-Jack
pattern
WI
W8,,
1.000
1.000
1.000

22.140
34.699
22.140

Crisscross
pattern
qs,
%,I
1.000

1a00
1.000

34.699
22.140
34.699

heat-conduction
Table 9. ER with p-order equilibration and @ + I)-degree polynomial space: orthotropic
(1 < K,,,,,< K,,,.,,< lOOO),“harmonic” solutions, cubic elements. Range of the effectivity-index for the four patterns as a
function of the grid-material orientation
Grid-material
orientation 0
0
45
90

Regular
pattern
VL
1.000
1.000
1.000

V”
I.522
21.502
1.523

Chevron
pattern
VL
1.000
1.000
1.000

V”
1.523
16.649
1.412

Crisscross
pattern

Union-Jack
pattern
VP,

1.000
1.000
1.000

V”

1.547
2.295
1.547

gL

1.000
1.000
1.000

+f”

2.295
1.547
2.295
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Table 10. ER with p-order equilibration and @ + 2)-degree polynomial-space:
orthotropic heat-conduction
(I < I&,, < Km, d 1000). “harmonic” solutions, cubic elements. Range of the effectivity-index for the regular and the
criss-cross pattern as a function of the grid-material orientation. The terms in the parentheses were computed using
(p + 3)-polynomial space
Estimator based on
Ladevexe’s recipe

Estimator based on
the optimal constant

Grid-material
orientation 6
0

45
90

Regular
pattern
VU

Crisscross
pattern
4”

Regular
pattern
Q”

Criss-cross
pattern
@,,

1.522 (1.424)
21.568
1.517 (1.424)

2.296
1.523
2.296

1.489 (1.514)
21.567
1.489 (1.514)

2.296
1.701
2.296

Table 11. ER with O-orderequilibration and @ + 3)-degree

is equal to one in both cases. We computed the
estimator by employing only two degrees higher than
the order of the element (except in some cases)
because we observed that the value of the estimator
did not change, for all practical purposes, with a
further increase of the order of the local approximation. We observe that:

polynomial space: Laplace’s equation, criss-cross pattern,
cubic elements. Range of the effectivity index as a function
of the aspect-ratio for the criss-cross oattern
Aspect
ratio
II

1.OOo

14
II6

1.685

4.636

2.030

17.207

4.583

energy-principle. Such estimators can be employed
to construct a global upper-bound of the error in
the entire mesh or an upper-bound of the error in
the periodic mesh-cell Here we will examine the

robustness of the optimal version of the element
residual estimator based on the complementary
energy-principle, namely the estimator ERpPp + cc
with the optimal
equilibration
described
in
Section 4.4.
We considered the problem of orthotropic heatconduction and computed the upper-bound of the
estimator ERpPp + 2 with equilibrations based on
the recipe given in Refs [38,39] and the recipe which
employs the optimal constants given in Section 4.4. In
Table 10 we give sample results for the regular and
criss-cross pattern with cubic elements. We did not
report the lower-bound for the effectivity index which

(1) The robustness of the estimator based on the
recipe given in Refs [38,39] is practically the same
with the robustness of the estimator based on the
optimal constants.
(2) In both cases the robustness is rather poor and
the robustness-index exceeds 20.
5.6. The robustness of the estimator EROPp + k;
sensitivity to the variation of the aspect-ratio
Here we studied the robustness of the estimator
EROPp + 3 for the Laplace equation by computing
the sensitivity of the estimator to the variation of the
aspect-ratio for the criss-cross pattern and cubic
elements 0, = 3). In Table 11 we report the range of
the effectivity index for aspect-ratios t, f and &. We
observe that:
(1) The estimator EROPp + 3 is an upper estimator for the criss-cross pattern.
(2) The estimator EROPp + 3 is not robust. For
aspect-ratto $ the robustness index exceeds 17.

Table 12. ER with linear equilibration and @ + I)-degree bubble-space: elasticity problem, “harmonic” solution. Range
of the effectivity index as a function of the aspect-ratio for the chevron pattern
Aspect
ratio
1
I
I
4
I
16

p=2

p=3

p=4

gk,

V”

w9,

W”

WL

0.915

1.011

0.997

1.201

0.989

V”
1.249

0.951
0.996

1.018
1.002

1.000
1.000

3.668
15.649

1.000
1.000

2.333
10.602

Table 13. ER with p-order equilibration and (p + I)-degree bubble-space: elasticity problem, “harmonic” solution. Range
of the effectivity index as a function of the aspect-ratio for the chevron pattern
Aspect
ratio
I

I
I
T

L
16

p=2

p=3

WL

V”

0.915

1.011

WgL
0.999

p=4
V”

w,

1.066

0.990

V”
1.129

0.951

1.018

0.919

1.002

0.925

1.188

0.996

1.002

0.992

1.000

0.984

1.013
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Table 14. ER with linear equilibration and (p + 3)-degree polynomial space: elasticity problem, “harmonic” solutions, cubic
elements. Range of the effectivity index for the four patterns as a function of the aspect ratio
Regular
pattern

Chevron
pattern

Aspect
ratio

VL

W”

LI

1.061

2.803

1.231

1.022

8.201

1.001

32.162

4I

I
Ir

Union-Jack
pattern

%L -

wli

VL -

3.661

I.411

2.129

28.229

3.034

47 1.452

Crisscross
pattern

gs,

VL .

V”

4.373

1.423

4.373

2.291

24.943

1.206

39.633

3.039

461.886

1.156

68 1.244

Table IS. ER with p-order equilibration and (p + 3)-degree polynomial space: elasticity problem, “harmonic” solutions,
cubic elements. Range of the effectivity index for the four patterns as a function of the aspect ratio
Regular
pattern

Chevron
pattern

Union-Jack
pattern
VL
0”
1.508
2.088

Crisscross
pattern
WR,
V”
1.508
2.088

Aspect
ratio
I

1.361

4I

1.023

7.034

1.246

6.165

1.123

7.039

1.564

9.703

izI

1.001

26.92 1

1.041

26.622

1.007

26.945

2.946

42.385

FL

9”
2.590

%L

g”
2.254

1.623

Table 16. ER with p-order equilibration using the optimal constants and (p + 3)-degree polynomial-space: elasticity
problem, “harmonic” solutions, cubic elements. Range of the effectivity index for the four patterns as functions of the
aspect-ratio
Aspect
ratio
II

Chevron
pattern

Regular
pattern

!
4

VL
1.358
1.019

V”
2.251
4.112

VL
1.486
1.245

V”
2.253
3.641

irI

1.001

13.651

1.041

13.504

5.1. The robustness
of the estimators
ERqB,
ERqPp + k for the isotropic elasticity problem: sensitivity to the variation of the aspect -ratio
Here we studied the robustness of the estimators
ERlB, ERpB, ERlPp + 3, ERpPp + 3 for the elasticity problem by computing their sensitivity to the
variation of the aspect-ratio.
In Ref. [72] we report
the values of V,, V, for the estimator ER 1B (respectively ERpB), for p = 2,3,4 and for the estimator
ERlPp + 3 (respectively ERpPp + 3) for p = 3 for
the four mesh-pattern.
In Table 12 (respectively Table
13) we give sample results for the estimator ERlB
(respectively ERpB) for the chevron pattern and in
Table 14 (respectively
Table 15) we give sample
results for the estimator
ERlPp + 3 (respectively
ERpPp + 3).
All the results were obtained for Poisson’s ratio
equal to 0.3. From the results given in Refs [I, 21 we
expect a small variation of the robustness with the
value of Poisson’s ratio. We observe that:
(1) We can draw the same conclusions about the
estimators as in the case of isotropic heat-conduction.
(2) The estimator ERpB is the most robust and its
robustness-index
does not exceed 1.
(3) The estimator ERpPp + 3 (which is practically
the estimator based on the complementary
energyprinciple) shows poor robustness and its robustnessindex exceeds 40.

Union-Jack
pattern
Q”
@L
I.389
1.558
1.100
3.062

VL
1.398
1.212

@”
1.576
6.597

1.006

1.306

25.568

9.90 I

Crisscross
pattern

(4) The estimator ERlPp + 3 in the case of the
criss-cross pattern with aspect-ratio i has a robustness-index exceeding 680.
5.8. The estimator ERpPp + co for the elasticity
problem: the robustness of the optimal version of the
estimator
As in Section 5.5, we studied the robustness of the
optimal version of the estimator ERpPp + cc for the
elasticity problem. Here we studied the robustness
with respect to variations of the aspect-ratio. In Table
16 we give sample results for the optimal version
estimator ERpPp + 3 (which is practically the same
as ERpPp + co) for the four mesh-patterns
and cubic
elements. We observe that:
(1) By comparing the results of Tables 16 and 15
we see that the optimal version of the estimator is
more robust than the version based on the recipe
given in Refs [38,39].
(2) The robustness of the optimal version of the
estimator ERpPp + co is poor. The robustness-index
for this estimator
for the crisscross
pattern with
aspect ratio h exceeds 20.
5.9. The estimators ER-B, ER I B, ERpB for meshes
of square-elements with local refinements; sensitivity
to the materiai-orthotropy for the three element types
We also studied
the robustness
of the estimators
ER-B, ERlB and ERpB for meshes of
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not have any irregular end-points then @ z $:, where
l(lr is given in eqn (56). If one of the end-points of the
edge is an irregular node, as shown in Fig. 5b, we
have

(4

Fig. 5. Construction of the equilibrated residuals for meshes
of squares with refinements. (a) The vertex X with elements
zf and the edges 6: attached to it. n’f are the positive
directions of the edge normals. Note that a side of an
element can consist of two edges. (b) The edges c, and cr on
a side of an element and the two linear shape functions 1,) I,
associated with this side. The regular nodes are shown with
a solid circle and the irregular nodes are indicated by a
circle.
square-elements
with local refinements. Here we are
interested in the robustness of the estimators for the
namely
the tensor-product
three element-types,
[eqn (18)], serendipity
[eqn (19)] and intermediate
[eqn (20)] elements.
We now briefly describe the construction
of the

(b)

edgewise polynomial corrections for meshes of square
elements with refinements. Let us consider the meshpatch associated with vertex X as shown in Fig. 5.
The element rji (i = 1,2, . . ,6) and the edges 6;
(j = 1,2,
. .8) are shown in Fig. 5. Here an edge is
defined as the intersection of the boundary of two
elements, therefore a side of a square element may
consist of two edges.
We first define the linear corrections of the form
8’ = (eq;

+ 6+-j5~),

$:A,=S,

I

i,j=1,2.
(go)

Here Aj are the linear shape functions corresponding
to the two end nodes of the edge. If the edge E does

Fig. 6. Mesh patterns. The basic mesh-cells of square
elements. (a) Interface mesh. The shaded region indicates
the mesh-cell in which the effectivity index was computed;
(b) mesh-cell with two levels of refinement. The effectivity
index is computed for the entire mesh-cell.
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for the edge E, which has its right-end-point
irregular node (see Fig. Sb);

at the

$;2 = & (ii,

- f&),

i&l = & (-81,

+ 41,)(82)

for the edge t2 which has its left-end-point
at the
irregular node (see Fig. Sb). Here 1,) I, are the linear
shape-functions
corresponding
to the end-points of
the segment C,ut;, as shown in Fig. Sb. Following the
similar steps given in Section 4.2, we get the following
system of equations:

et al.

Note that the integrals on the right-hand side can be
computed
explicitly
on
the
master
element
t^ = [ - 1, I], therefore
the cost of computing
the
higher order terms P’, i = 3, . , (q + 1) is negligible.
We studied the robustness
of the estimators
for
solutions of the equation of orthotropic heat-conduction, for the general class of solutions, in the meshcells shown in Fig. 6a and b. We computed the range
of the effectivity index as a function of the gridmaterial orientation
for orthotropy

1
-1

1
O-l

1

0

0

10

0

O-I

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0
0

0
-1

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

-1

-1
0

O-l

(83)

0

We now outline the steps involved to compute
higher-order
corrections.
In order to determine the
higher-order
corrections,
we define the conjugate
basis {iJg} over each edge as

(84)

, (q + 1) denote the basis functions which do not vanish on edge t. We obtain the
higher-order
corrections P,i = 3,.
, (q + 1) using

where h., , i = 3,

The complete results are reported in Ref. [72]. In
Tables 17 and 18 we give sample results for cubic
elements, for the mesh-cell at the mesh-interface
(shown in Fig. 6a), for tensor-product
and serendipity
elements, respectively.
In Table 19 we give sample
results for the periodic mesh-cell with two-level of
refinements shown in Fig. 6b for cubic serendipity
elements. We observe the following:
(1) The estimators ER-B and ERIB have practically the same range of effectivity index for the three
element-types.
Hence linear equilibration is not effective for elements of degree p 2 3.

Table 17. The estimators
ER-B, ERIB, ERpB for meshes of square-elements
with local refinements: sensitivity to the
material orthotropy
for the three element types. Poisson’s equation, mesh-cell at the mesh-interface
shown in Fig 6a, cubic
elements (p = 3) of the tensor-product
family. Range of the effectivity index as a function of the grid-material
orientation
for K,,,lK,,,
= 100

0.0
50.0
90.0

ER3B

ERlB

ER-B
Grid-material
orientation
0

-__
wx,

V”

qx,

VU

1.19723
1.04019
1.00808

1.37793
2.07578

1.21104
1.04367
1.00806

I.31723
2.03429
1.03806

1.05848

WyL

v,

1.00836
1.02198
1.00806

1.06134
1.23450
1.00806

Table 18. The estimators
ER-B, ERIB, ERpB for meshes of square-elements
with local refinements: sensitivity to the
material-orthotropy
for the three element types. Poisson’s equation, mesh-cell at the mesh-interface
shown in Fig. 6a, cubic
elements @ = 3) of the serendipity family. Range of the effectivity index as a function of the grid-material
orientation
for
Km,/K,,,i,
= 100
Grid-material
orientation
0
0.0
50.0
90.0

ER3B

ERlB

ER-B
g:L
0.61412
0.95734
0.4503 1

@”
2.37870
3.15297
1.81333

VL
1.16011
1.05583
0.65032

W”

@L

WU

1.16010
1.75235
1.01031

1.01940
1.01004
1.00299

1.07940
1.17724
1.00299
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Table 19. The estimators ER-B, ERIB, ERpB for meshes of square-elements with local refinements: sensitivity to the
material orthotropy for the three element types. Poisson’s equation, periodic mesh-cell with two-levels of refinement shown
in Fig. 6b, cubic elements (p = 3) of the Serendipity family. Range of the effectivity index as a function of the grid-material
orientation for K,,,/&,
= 100
ER3B

ERIB

ER-B
Grid-material
orientation 0
0.0

50.0
90.0

q,,

g,

q,i

6.5589
1.9912
5.9157

0.8565
0.9359
0.7226

5.4019
6.6642
4.7417

ic2(c(xo, h), u,,f)

gk,.

v,

v,
0.5565
0.5689
0.4017

(2) The estimator ERpB is very robust; its robustness-index does not exceed 0.4.
(3) The largest values of the robustness-index
(for
a given element-degree
p) for all the estimators are
observed to be the largest for the serendipity
elements. The robustness
of the estimators
for the
tensor-product
and intermediate
element-types
is
practically the same.

1.0664

=

1 +‘=’

1.0002

4
,;,

iieh

ii/:,

4
c

W,,

-eht

eh)

+2’=’

(86)
j,

//lehitif,

the value of the second and the third
term on the right-hand side of eqn (86) for
ERlB, ERpB, ERlPp + 3, ERpPp + 3. In Table 20
we give the values of the second and the third
term in the right-hand side of eqn (86) for the
criss-cross pattern with aspect-ratio $. We solved
Laplace’s equation
with quartic elements to
approximate the harmonic monomials Q, (x, , x2) =
Q,(x, ,x2) = jm((x, + ixz)5). We
S?e((x, + ix$),
observe the following
(1) The robust versions of the estimators are obtained because the higher -order equilibration causes
and computed

In order to analyze further the effect of higherorder equilibration
on the value of the effectivity
index we noted that

Table 20. Analysis of the effect of the order of equilibration
on the value of the effectivity index: Laplace’s equation,
quartic elements, criss-cross pattern, aspect ratio = a
2 i k,@,, - %r%)
,=I

,$, Ilk -6’tI IlIZ,

1.1402
1.1072

1.0668
1.0001

5.10. Analysis ofthe eflect of the order of equilibration
on the value of the effectivity index

Estimator

_

~

?,F; //I%Ill:,

cancellation between the second and the third term in
the expansion [eqn (80)].
(2) The term

Solution = Q, + OQ,
ERlB
ERp B
ERlPp + 3
ERpPp + 3

-3.437173
- 3.422308
-4.000000
- 4.000000

3.155727
3.133369
14.044716
4.587711

1 i
L

Solution = OQ, + Q,
ERlB
ERp B
ERlPp + 3
ERp Pp + 3

2.435114
2.646988
5.184388
7.359869

i=l

ltle#,

,

1

is the value of the relative error in the error-indicator
functions in the mesh-pattern. Note that even with

-2.957068
- 2.966098
- 4.000000
- 4.000000

p-order equilibration this relative error is more than

100% for all cases listed in Table 19.

The square of the effectivity index in the pattern is:

lWz,
- eh 1113,

i
K’(C(X’,

h) 3 U h. ,f) = 1 +

i=l

___.

,$,Ill%IK

4

2 C W,, +

ehr

ed

,=I

i,

Illeh
1115,

Above we give values of the second and third term of
the above
expansion
for the harmonic
monomial
Q, (x, , x2) = We((x, + LK$)
and
Q2(x,,x2) =
dm ((x1 + ix, Y).

Table 2 1. The equilibrated patch-residual estimator with
elementwise (p + 1)polynomial space: orthotropic heatconduction (1 < Kmi,< Kmili6 lOOO),“harmonic” solutions,
cubic elements, crisscross pattern. Comparison of the range
of the effectivity index as a function of the grid-material
orientation for the estimator based on linear and p-order
equilibration
Grid
orientation 0
0

45
90

Linear
equilibration
V,,
v,
I.ooo

0.995
1.000

1.596
1.077
1.596

p-order
equilibration
v,,
w,
1.000
0.991
1.000

1.022
1.123
1.022
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5. I 1. The equilibrated patch -residual error estimator:
robustness of the various versions of the estimator
We now demonstrate that it is possible to construct
residual estimators which are more robust than the
element residual estimators described and analyzed
above. Let us assume that we are interested
to
estimate the error in the mesh-cell T(x’, h). Then we
consider the following patch-residual problem over
the mesh-cell T(x’, 2h):
Find t E Sf+k(T(~o, 2h)) such that
b,(@, v) = x9;Q(v)

1
r E TV.

Vu

2h)

E

SPhfk(T(xo,

2h)).

(87)

Here
Si + ‘( T(x’, 2h)) denotes
the elementwise
@ + k) degree polynomial space over the mesh-cell
T(x”, 2h). The error estimator
in the mesh-cell
7(x0, h) is given by:

(2) The estimator
based on the complementary
energy-principle
is not robust (even in its optimal
version) with respect to variations of the aspect-ratio
or the material-orthotropy.
(3) The estimator ERpB which employs p-order
equilibration
and 0, + I)-degree
bubble-type
approximation
of the solution of the local problem
is the most robust among the element residual estimators tested in this study.
(4) The robustness of the element residual estimators can be further improved by constructing
patchresidual
estimators
by assembling
the element
residual problems in a patch. By employing p-order
equilibration
to set the boundary conditions for the
patch-residual
problem we can obtain very robust
estimator
even in the cases of extreme material
orthotropy.
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(1) Higher-order
equilibration
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the robustness
of the element-residual
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